Introduction
Relationships are fundamental to supporting semantics [Wie97, She96] , and hence to the Semantic Web [LHL, FM01] . Till date, focus has been on simple relationships such as isa and is-part-of, as in DAML/OIL [Ont] . In this work, we adapt our earlier work on MREF [SS98] to develop a framework for supporting complex relationships. A framework to manage complex relationships as discussed here becomes the basis for knowledge discovery from the information interlinked by the Semantic Web.
Our work primarily builds upon earlier research in integrating information systems that has also been applied to exploiting web-accessible distributed across heterogeneous information sources. Primary focus of information integration systems has been to model these diverse data sources and integrate the data by resolving the heterogeneity involved to provide global views of domains (one point access) for querying. We shift the focus from modeling of the information sources for purpose of querying to extracting useful knowledge from these information sources. This, we believe, can be achieved by modeling the complex relationships among the domains to study and explore the interaction that exists between them. In addition to information source and relationship modeling, operations are also modeled as part of the knowledge to exploit the semantics involved in performing complex information requests across multiple domains. The system's framework provides a support for knowledge discovery. Knowledge representation and support for relationships, which are fundamental to the concept of Semantic Web are described in this chapter.
Consider the capability provided by current research prototypes to support integration of information from diverse sources of data over a domain to provide the user with a unified structured (homogeneous) view of that domain for querying. On an integrated view of "earthquakes" one can ask queries of the nature "find information of all the quakes that occurred in California since 1990". However, there is still a limitation on the type of queries that can be answered using such integrated domain views. Assuming views on earthquakes and nuclear tests did exist, can one answer the question "Do nuclear tests cause earthquakes?" How can one study such relationships between the two domains based on the data available on diverse web accessible sources? Let us consider a known relationship between air pollution and vegetation. Assuming the necessary views did exist can a question like "How does air-pollution affect vegetation" be answered using only the integrated views? These queries are beyond the realm of the existing systems. There is a 2 compelling need to be able to model the semantic correlation of data across the domains and then be able to pose complex information requests.
Support for semantic correlation involving complex relationships has been is demonstrated in the InfoQuilt
1 , which provides a framework and a platform to answer complex information requests of the above nature. The novel features of InfoQuilt are:
• A mechanism to express and understand the complex semantic inter-domain relationships • A powerful interface which can use the semantic knowledge about domains and their relationships to construct complex information requests known as Information Scapes (IScapes). Most information integration systems (e.g., SIMS [AKS96] ) focus on efficiently retrieving data on a single domain only. IScapes, on the other hand, are requests that could span across one or more domains and involve inter-domain relationships too. These information requests have a much higher degree of expressiveness compared to keyword based search techniques provided by web-based search tools and database queries that focus only on the syntax and structure of the data.
• Ability to analyze the data available from multitude of heterogeneous autonomous sources to explore and study potential relationships using IScapes. Although InfoQuilt provides the tools necessary for data analysis, human involvement is a part of the process. This forms the basis of the knowledge discovery supported by InfoQuilt.
• A framework to support complex operations that can be used for post-processing of data retrieved from the sources (e.g. statistical analysis) and as complex operators needed to define inter-domain relationships.
Major issues addressed in building the InfoQuilt system are as follows:
• A large portion of the data on the web is either unstructured or semi-structured. There are syntactic, structural and semantic heterogeneities across different sources providing information about the same domain [KS97, She99] . In addition to these inconsistencies there is overlapping of information • The knowledge of domains and their sources need to be modeled so that the system is able to automatically identify the sources of data that could possibly provide useful information with respect to the information request while carefully pruning the others, maximizing the ability to obtain faster and more comprehensive results from the same available sources • Representation of complex relationships spanning across multiple domains involves modeling the semantics involved in their interaction • Posing complex information requests containing embedded semantic information requires the system to able to understand the semantics of the request to retrieve relevant results corresponding to a request • Exploring new relationships is of special interest to us which might require an ability to post-process the data obtained from the sources in several ways 3 This chapter focuses on our work on semantic correlation and complex relationships, in the hope of supporting "deeper semantics" in the Semantic web. The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 focuses on our approach to modeling the domains, inter-domain relationships, information sources available to the system, and functions that form the system's knowledge base. Section 3 addresses the use of IScapes in our system to develop and deploy complex information requests that are answered using the system knowledge and set of resources available to the system. The knowledge discovery, which is the ability of InfoQuilt to study domains, mine and analyze the data available from the sources and explore relationships, is described in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the use of visual toolkits that are provided to construct knowledge base and construct and execute IScapes. We compare our approach to other state of the art information integration systems in section 6 and present our conclusions and planned future improvements in section 7.
Knowledge Modeling
The representation of information sources in the system and creation of an "integrated structured view" of the domain that the users can use are two of the critical issues that need to be addressed in any information integration system. The two main approaches used for information integration are [Dus97] :
• Source-Centric: The integrated view of the domain is modeled first. Both user queries and source views are specified in terms of that view. For each information request, the integration system needs to plan how to answer it using the source views.
• Query-Centric: User queries are in terms of views synthesized at a mediator that are defined on source views. After a view expansion at the mediator, the query is translated to a logical plan that is composed of source views. The term 'view' here implies some form of representation of the domain and not a view in a database. InfoQuilt adopts the source-centric approach. The source-centric approach has the following advantages over the query-centric approach. First, the integrated views of domains are created independent of their source views. Second, the source views are independent of each other and are described in terms of their domain model. Hence, adding, removing or modifying a source can be done dynamically without affecting any other source views. In the query-centric approach, adding and removing sources additionally requires redefining the domain view and the sources need to be mapped with each other making schema integration difficult. Lastly the source-centric approach is more suitable for sources other than database sources. This work has been built upon work done in [Ber98, Lak00]. InfoQuilt system knowledge comprises of knowledge about the domains, resources accessible to it, inter-domain relationships and complex operations like functions and simulations. We use ontologies to describe the domains to the system. An ontology is meant to capture useful semantics of the domain such as the domain characteristics, the set of terms and concepts of interest involved and their meanings. Section 2.1 describes how a domain is represented using an ontology. We will use the terms ontology and domain interchangeably in the rest of the chapter unless explicitly specified. There can be multiple resources accessible to the system and an ontology can have several resources that provide relevant data on it. 4 Section 2.2 describes how we define resources in terms of the ontologies. Section 2.3 describes how complex relationships between two or more domains are modeled. Finally, section 2.4 describes how we support operations such as simulations and functions in the system. InfoQuilt uses XML as the knowledge representation language. We provide a visual tool called Knowledge Builder, that lets a user easily create and update the knowledge base of the system. Section 2.5 describes the Knowledge Builder and its functionalities in detail.
Ontology (Domain Modeling)
An ontology should be able to provide a good understanding of the domain it represents. This includes related terms/concepts, their definitions and/or meanings, their relationships with each other, and characteristics of the domain. It also helps in resolving differences between the models of the domain used by the available sources. This is done by mapping the data available from all resources for that domain from the local model used by the resource to the model specified by the ontology, which the user can then use. The user can create a classification of real-world entities and represent them as ontologies in the system. This classification is based on the human perception of the world broken down into several domains and their sub-domains and so on (real world objects as perceived from a modeling standpoint). The representation of an ontology comprises of related terms (attributes), its place in the domain hierarchy, domain rules, and functional dependencies. The ontology of a sub-domain is said to inherit from the ontology of its parent domain. A child ontology inherits all attributes, domain rules and functional dependencies of its parent ontology.
Example 1:
Consider the domain of disasters. They could be sub-categorized as natural disasters and man-made disasters. Natural disasters could be further sub-categorized into earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis, etc. Similarly, man-made disasters can have sub-categories like nuclear tests. An example hierarchy is shown in Figure 1 . An ontology's place in the domain hierarchy is represented by specifying its parent ontology, if any. However, it is not necessary for an ontology to be a part of some hierarchy. 
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Attributes
The terms and concepts of the domain are represented as attributes of the ontology. As mentioned earlier, ontology inherits all attributes of its parent ontology. The meaning of each attribute and its syntax (type and format) is standardized so that it has a precise interpretation and use.
Example 2:
An earthquake can have attributes like the date it occurred, region where it occurred, latitude and longitude for its epicenter, a description, number of people that died, magnitude and an image showing some damage or fault line as seen in Figure 1 . We will also use the following notation to represent ontology.
Earthquake ( eventDate, description, region, magnitude, latitude, longitude, numberOfDeaths, damagePhoto );
Domain rules
The characteristics and semantics of a domain are described by domain rules and functional dependencies. Domain rules describe a condition that always holds true for all entities in the domain. These can be used for query validation and optimization of query plans. Assume that the calculation of the distance between two locations, given their latitudes and longitudes, is possible. Also, the ontology for earthquake does have attributes latitude and longitude that specify these. So the system should be able to answer the query. However, the resource EarthquakesAfter1990 does not supply values for these attributes. Hence, we would need to return only the information that was available from the resource SignificantEarthquakesDB. The results that the user sees will have all significant earthquakes (with magnitude > 5) that occurred in that region. But to be able to return all earthquakes, the system can use the knowledge about the domain that region -> latitude longitude. The system can check if it can deduce the latitudes and longitudes of epicenters of any earthquakes in EarthquakesAfter1990 by checking the regions of earthquakes available from SignificantEarthquakesDB. For all the earthquakes for which the latitude and longitude of the epicenter could be deduced, the system can now check if they fall within the 5000 mile radius area. Using the resource EarthquakesAfter1990 to answer this query could not have been possible without the use of the FD.
Resources
Information sources in InfoQuilt are described in terms of their corresponding ontologies. This description is meant to supply details about the resource, which can be used for 7 efficient planning. It consists of a set of attributes, binding patterns (BP), data characteristic (DC) rules, and local completeness (LC) rules. Sections 2.2.1 to 2.2.4 describe each of them and the rationale for including them in the knowledge base. The goal is: [LRO96] .
• To be able to add, modify and delete resources for an ontology dynamically without affecting the systems knowledge • To be able to specify the sources in a manner such that one can declaratively query them • To be able to identify the exact usefulness of resources in the context of a particular IScape and prune the others
Resource Attributes
Since the way the resource perceives its data can be different than our perception represented by the ontology of the domain, the data needs to be mapped after it is retrieved. This allows for interoperability between sources with heterogeneous data [Gun00] . Additionally, since the ontology is ideally a comprehensive perception of the domain, it is common to come across resources that supply only a part of the information.
In other words, a resource may not provide values for all the attributes of the ontology. The resource's description therefore lists the attributes that it can provide. We will use the notation above to represent resources.
Binding Pattern (BP)
The sources accessible to the system that are not databases do not have the ability to execute queries. Most of the web sources fall in this category. However, some web sources have a limited query capability. This is supported by allowing users to search, based on some attributes. These web sources require that values for some attributes be provided to retrieve results. The source can be queried only by specifying values for those attributes. Additionally, some sources may provide finite number of optional ways to query (different sets of attributes). For example, a user can query a site providing information about movies by actors, director, title, etc. Such query limitations and characteristics of resources are important to consider while planning a query. Some of the common motivations for having such limitations are [Dus97] :
• Privacy/Security 8
For example, a company might not want one to be able to get a listing of all its employees but allows a search on an employee by name.
• Performance
The data could be indexed and would then be more efficient to query the source on the indexed attributes for efficient retrieval.
• Efficiency
The data might be enormous and hence it might not be efficient to query all of it. The values supplied for bound attributes are used to narrow down the search and limit the data retrieved. They are represented in the knowledge base as a set of binding patterns (BP). A BP is a set of attributes that the system must be able to supply values for in order to query the resource. If the resource has several BPs, the system can select the most appropriate one. The values for the BP can be obtained from the query constraint or provided by some other resource.
Example 6:
Consider the Flight ontology that represents a flight from one city to another within United States. Most web sites for air travel reservation have forms that require the user to specify source, destination, dates of travel, etc. One or more combinations of values could be required as input for the web site to obtain any useful information. One of the possible combinations of BP could be: 
Data Characteristic (DC) Rules
Data characteristic rules are similar to domain rules discussed in section 2.1.2 but they apply only to the specific resource. Knowledge about the data characteristics of a resource can be useful for the system to predict whether a resource will provide any useful results for the particular information request. This can be used to prune the resource if it is possible to infer from the DC rules that the resource will not provide any useful results for the Iscape. It can also be used to optimize the query plan by eliminating a constraint if it can be deduced that the constraint will always be true for all the data retrieved from that resource. The DC rules are also used to select an appropriate associate resource for a resource with BP or missing attributes.
Example 7:
Consider the AirTranAirways resource introduced in the previous example that provides data for the ontology Flight. We know that it only provides information about all flights 9 operated by AirTran Airways. This characteristic of the resource can be represented as follows: Clearly, AirTranAirways will not provide any information about a Delta flight. The system can use this knowledge to deduce that the resource AirTranAirways should not be used to answer this query.
Now suppose the user modifies the query to look for flights operated by AirTran Airways. This time the system knows that it can use AirTranAirways. Additionally, it can also eliminate the check for "AirTran Airways" since all flights available from AirTran Airways are known to be operated by AirTran Airways.
Local Completeness (LC) Rules
A local completeness (LC) rule on a resource has the same format as a DC rule or a domain rule. But it has a different interpretation. A characteristic of web sources is overlapping and incomplete information. Hence, using just one source to answer an information request in many cases does not guarantee retrieval of all the possible information. The general approach to this solution has been to use all the sources (for that ontology) and compute a union of the results retrieved from all of them to provide maximum possible information to every request. However, it is also possible to find sources that do provide complete information about some subset of the domain. LC rules are used to model this. They specify that the resource is complete for a subset(s) of information on a particular ontology. In other words, the information contained in the resource is all the information for the subset (specified by the rule) of the domain. Hence, the system cannot retrieve any additional information (for that subset) by querying other sources.
Example 8:
Consider the AirTranAirways resource used earlier again. We know that information about all flights operated by AirTran Airways will be available from it. It is thus locally complete for all flights with airlineCompany = "AirTran Airways". 
Inter-Ontological Relationships
The real-world entities that were classified into domains and sub-domains can be related to each other in various ways. These relationships can be very simple like the "is a" relationship implied by inheritance. For example, a nuclear test "is a" man-made disaster and so on. They can also be very complex, for example, an earthquake can "cause" a tsunami. A relationship may involve more than two domains (ontologies). Such complex inter-ontological relationships represent real-world concepts and characteristics. A novel feature of InfoQuilt is that it provides an infrastructure to model and learn about such complex relationships between different ontologies and to use them to specify information requests. Modeling such inter-ontological relationships requires understanding the semantics involved in their interaction and cannot be expressed using only simple relational and logical operators. The relationships already known can be directly modeled (defined) using the Knowledge Builder toolkit. Additionally, we may want to explore hypothetical relationships and formalize them, if they can be established by using the available information sources. Established relationships can be used to study the interaction between the involved ontologies. Further two relationships "A affects B" and "B affects C" could lead to transitive finding "A affects C".
Example 9:
Consider the relationship between a nuclear test and an earthquake. We use the Earthquake ontology from the example 4 here. Suppose we model nuclear test as follows:
NuclearTest ( testSite, explosiveYield, bodyWaveMagnitude, testType, eventDate, conductedBy, latitude, longitude, bodyWaveMagnitude > 0, bodyWaveMagnitude < 10, testSite -> latitude longitude );
We can say that some nuclear test could have "caused" an earthquake if we see that the earthquake occurred "some time after" the nuclear test was conducted and "in nearby region". Notice the use of operators "some time after" and "in nearby region". These are specialized user defined operators that are not a part of the set of relational operators (<, >, <=, etc.). These are possible due to InfoQuilt's ability to support user defined functions, as described in section 2. The values 30 and 10000 here are arbitrary. In fact, a user can try different values to analyze the data. This is a part of the knowledge discovery support that the system's framework provides, as described further in section 4.
Operations
A distinguishing feature of InfoQuilt is its framework to support use of operations. As seen in the previous example, we used the functions dateDifference and distance as operators to describe a complex inter-ontological relationship between NuclearTest and Earthquake. The user can also use them to specify constraints in their information requests.
Example 10:
Consider the information request:
"Find all earthquakes with epicenter in a 5000 mile radius area of the location at latitude 60.790 North and longitude 97.570 East"
The system needs to know how it can calculate the distance between two points, given their latitudes and longitudes, in order to check which earthquakes' epicenters fall in the range specified.
Operations are also used to resolve syntactic heterogeneities between sources by providing a fuzzy matching mechanism to map the two sources. Consider the use of functional dependency region -> latitude longitude from example 4 to solve the missing attribute (latitude and longitude) problem of the source EarthquakesAfter1990. It is highly unlikely that the sources SignificantEarthquakesDB and EarthquakesAfter1990 will have exact same values for the attribute region. The value available from one source could be "Nevada, USA" and that from another source could be "NV, USA". The two are semantically equal but syntactically unequal. [KS96] Another important advantage of using operations is that the system can support complex post-processing of data. An interesting form of post-processing is the use of simulation programs. These independent programs can be integrated with the system. For instance, researchers in the field of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) use simulation programs to forecast characteristics like urban growth in a region based on a model.
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InfoQuilt supports the use of such simulations like any other operation. They provide valuable additional information that is not often available from the resources directly.
Example 11:
Clarke's Urban Growth Model [Cla] is a model to forecast the urban growth in a region based on information about the areas in the region where it is known that growth cannot occur due to some reasons, roads, slopes and vegetation in the region. It requires that this information be specified as a set of maps and generates a series of maps showing the progressive urban growth using a specified time step. This simulation can be run on data that can be retrieved from some resource (or multiple resources) that has the maps needed assuming that they are in the format that the program expects.
To be able to dynamically and easily add new operations, update and delete existing ones, InfoQuilt maintains what is known as a Function Store. The Function Store contains information about all the functions known to the system. We will use the terms function and operation interchangeably in the rest of the chapter. The description of a function contains its name, a description of its functionality, a list of arguments that it takes as inputs along with their types and descriptions of what they are, the type of return value, and information about how the system can use it. The user provides an implementation for the function. Once the implementation is provided and it has been added to the Function Store, the system can make use of it as described earlier.
Information Scapes
The goal of the InfoQuilt system is to develop a framework for knowledge discovery support through use of the available resources of data. Users can form complex information requests on data available from multiple heterogeneous distributed resources. Note that we use the term "information request" instead of "query". A query generally explicitly specifies the exact sources (tables in a RDBMS) that need to be used and how the data from these sources should be integrated (join conditions in a RDBMS). Additionally, it does not "understand" what the user is asking. An information request, on the other hand, can understand what the user is enquiring about by embedding semantic information within the request 2 . In InfoQuilt, we refer to them as Information Scapes or IScapes. This work has been built upon the work done in [Pal00, SS98].
Example 12:
Again consider the following information request.
"Find all earthquakes with epicenter in a 5000 mile radius area of the location at latitude 60.790 North and longitude 97.570 East and find all tsunamis that they might have caused."
In addition to the obvious constraints, the system needs to understand what the user means by saying "find all tsunamis that might have been caused due to the earthquakes". 
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The relationship that an earthquake caused a tsunami is a complex inter-ontological relationship.
Any system that needs to answer such information requests would need a comprehensive knowledge of the terms involved and how they are related. An IScape is specified in terms of the components of the knowledge base of the system such as ontologies, interontological relationships and operations, which the system understands. This helps the system in understanding the semantics of the request. Additionally, it abstracts the user from having to know the actual sources that will be used by the system to answer it and how the data retrieved from these sources will be integrated.
An IScape is defined as a set of information semantically related in a complex manner. We use XML to represent an IScape. It specifies the ontologies involved, interontological relationships, preset constraint, runtime configurable constraint, how the results should be grouped, any aggregations that need to be computed or constraints that need to be applied to the grouped data and finally the information that needs to be returned in the result to the user. The ontologies in the IScape identify the domains that are involved in the IScape and the inter-ontological relationships specify how they are related to each other. The preset constraint and the runtime configurable constraint are filters used to describe the subset of data that the user is interested in. For example, a user may be interested in earthquakes that occurred in only a certain region and had a magnitude greater than 5. The difference between the preset constraint and the runtime constraint is that the runtime constraint can be set at the time of executing the IScape. In the IScape template certain constraints are pre-set, while some others can be configured at execution. The runtime constraint forms an important mechanism to support the knowledge discovery, as described in section 4. Constraints are essentially conjunctive boolean expressions. The results of the IScape can be grouped based on attributes and/or specified functions. If the results are to be grouped, the user can also specify any aggregations that the user wants to be returned as a part of the result or specify additional constraint on the groups formed (similar to the HAVING clause in the SELECT statement in SQL). The aggregates supported by the system are sum (SUM), average (AVG), count (COUNT), minimum (MIN) and maximum (MAX). Finally, the user specifies a list of all the information that is to be returned as a part of the result. We refer to this as the projection list. It could include certain information modeled by the ontologies directly (attributes), aggregates, values of functions evaluated on the data, and results of some simulation programs.
A graphical toolkit known as the IScape Builder is available for the user to construct and execute these IScapes and analyze the results. It provides a platform for ease of development and deployment of IScapes using the knowledge base without having to understand the underlying formats used by the system.
Knowledge Discovery
InfoQuilt provides a framework that allows users to access data available from a multitude of diverse autonomous distributed resources and provide tools that help them to analyze the data to gain a better understanding of the domains and the inter-domain 14 relationships as well as help users to explore the possibilities of new relationships. This section discusses the conceptual framework using a series of examples, while the next section discusses some of the software components of the InfoQuilt framework.
The inter-ontological relationships defined in the knowledge base of the system describe the interaction that exists between domains as they contain embedded semantic information. Existing relationships provide a scope for discovering new aspects of relationships through transitive learning as discussed in example 13.
Example 13:
Consider the ontologies Earthquake, Tsunami and Environment. Assume that the relationships Earthquake affects Environment, Earthquake causes Tsunami and Tsunami affects Environment are defined and known to the system. We can see that since Earthquake causes a Tsunami and Tsunami affects the environment, effectively this is another way in which an earthquake affects the environment (by causing a tsunami). If this aspect of the relationship between an earthquake and environment was not considered earlier, it can be studied further.
Another valuable source of knowledge discovery is studying existing IScapes that make use of the ontologies, their resources and relationships to retrieve information that is of interest to the users. The results obtained from IScapes can be analyzed further by post processing of the result data. For example, the Clarke UGM model forecasts the future patterns of urban growth using information about urban areas, roads, slopes, vegetation in those areas and information about areas where no urban growth can occur.
For the users that are well-versed with the domain, the InfoQuilt framework supports exploring new relationships. The data available from various sources can be analyzed by using charts, statistical analysis techniques, etc. to study and explore trends or aspects of the domain. Such analysis can be used to hypothesize new relationships between domains and to see if the data invalidates the hypothesis or supports it sufficiently as demonstrated by example 14.
Example 14: 3
Several researchers in the past have expressed their concern over nuclear tests as one of the causes of earthquakes and suggested that there could be a direct connection between the two. The underground nuclear tests cause shock waves, which travel as ripples along the crust of the earth and weaken it, thereby making it more susceptible to earthquakes. Although this issue has been addressed before, it still remains a hypothesis that is not conclusively and scientifically proven. Suppose we want to explore this hypothetical relationship.
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Consider the NuclearTest and Earthquake ontologies again. We assume that the system has access to sufficient resources for both the ontologies such that they together provide sufficient information for the analysis. These resources include non-traditional, nondatabase sources like web-based sources.
If the hypothesis is true, then we should be able to see an increase in the number of earthquakes that have occurred after the nuclear testing started. We proceed as follows. First, we check to see when nuclear testing began.
IScape 1: "Find when was the earliest recorded nuclear test conducted."
We find that nuclear testing began in 1950. Next we check the trend of the number of earthquakes that have occurred since the nuclear testing started. It is believed that some earthquakes below the intensity of 5.8 on the Richter scale would have passed unrecorded in the earlier part of the century when measuring devices were less sensitive and less ubiquitous. But for bigger earthquakes, the records are detailed and complete [Whi89] . We therefore check the number of earthquakes with a magnitude 5.8 or higher occurring every year in this century.
IScape 2: "Find the total number of earthquakes with a magnitude 5.8 or higher on the Richter scale per year starting from year 1900."
We can then plot a chart to analyze the trend in the number of earthquakes occurring every year. It reveals that there seems to be a sudden increase in the number of earthquakes since 1950. We modify the query to try to approximately quantify this rise. We see that in the period 1900-1949, the average rate of earthquakes was 68 per year and that for 1950-present 4 was 127 per year, that is it almost doubled [Whi89] .
Next, we try to analyze the same data grouping the earthquakes by their magnitudes.
IScape 4:
"For each group of earthquakes with magnitudes in the ranges 5. 8-6, 6-7, 7-8, 8-9 , and magnitudes higher than 9 on the Richter scale per year starting from year 1900, find the average number of earthquakes."
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The results show that the average number of earthquakes with magnitude greater than 7 on the Richter scale have remained practically constant over the century (about 19) [Whi89] . We can therefore deduce that the earthquakes caused by nuclear tests usually are of magnitudes less than 7 on the Richter scale. We can then try to explore the data at a finer level of granularity by trying to look for specific instances of earthquakes that occurred within a certain period of time after a nuclear test was conducted in a near by region.
IScape 5: "Find nuclear tests conducted after January 1, 1950 and find any earthquakes that occurred not later than a certain number of days after the test and such that its epicenter was located no farther than a certain distance from the test site."
Note the use of "not later than a certain number of days" and "no farther than a certain distance". The IScape does not specify the value for the time period and the distance. These are defined as runtime configurable parameters, which the user can use to form a constraint while executing the IScape. The user can hence supply different values for them and execute the IScape repeatedly to analyze the data for different values without constructing it repeatedly from scratch. This is where runtime configurable constraint is useful. Also, note the use of functions as user-defined operators to calculate the difference in date (dateDifference) and the distance between the epicenter of the earthquake and the nuclear test site (distance). Some of the interesting results that can be found by exploring earthquakes occurring that occurred no later than 30 days after the test and with their epicenter no farther than 5000 miles from the test site are listed below.
• This section describes the graphical tools we provide to aid in creation of the knowledge base, creation and execution of Iscapes and for monitoring the execution of Iscapes. These components of the InfoQuilt system are most relevant to the knowledge discovery which is the focus of this chapter, the remaining components -primarily the distributed agent based run-time system is described in [PS01] .
Knowledge Builder
The Knowledge Builder (KB) is the graphical toolkit that helps the user in creating the knowledge base of the system. It allows the user to declaratively specify ontologies, relationships, resources and functions (including simulations). Use of KB provides the following advantages:
• The user does not need to know the format of the XML specification used by the system to represent ontologies, relationships and functions. The KB provides an easy to follow graphical interface that the users can use and thereby provides an abstraction from the details of the formats used internally by the system. See figure 2.
• The KB provides tools that help the user relate the information in the knowledge base in a better way. For example, the user can look at the entire knowledge base as a graphical tree that lists all the ontologies defined in the system, their details including rules and FDs defined on them, relationships involving the ontology with their details and resources available for the ontologies with their details like the attributes they supply, the data characteristic rules, the local completeness rules and the binding patterns that they need.
• The KB structures the knowledge in a manner that allows for easy access to knowledge and in the form that can help one understand and learn about a domain.
• The KB also helps the user while trying to modify the knowledge base. For example, a user may want to remove an attribute from an ontology. The KB will not allow this if the attribute is being used in a rule on the ontology, a FD on the ontology, set of attributes provided by some resource, a data characteristic rule on a resource, a local completeness rule on a resource or a binding pattern on a resource. The user is required to manually take care of these before removing the attribute. If the knowledge base is huge, it may be a tedious and error-prone task to go through the specifications of all these to find where the attribute is being used. Even worse, the user would have to go through the XML specifications in the absence of a tool like KB to correctly make the modification. Using the graphical tree display provided by the KB, the user finds it easier locate such uses of the attribute. See 
IScape Builder
The IScape Builder (IB) is a stand-alone Java application that provides a graphical interface to create and execute IScapes. Use of this tool has the following advantages:
• It provides a simple and intuitive interface that allows the user to create and execute IScapes in a step-by-step manner. See Figure 4 .
• The user does not need to be aware of the format of the XML specification used internally by the system to represent IScapes.
• It is aware of the knowledge base of the system. The user therefore does not need to look it up to create new IScapes. For example, names of ontologies, relationships and functions appear in combo boxes wherever required. The user can easily make his selection from there.
[ 
Web-accessible interface to execute IScapes
We also provide a web-accessible interface that provides a learning environment and allows execution of already existing IScapes.
• The interface is web-accessible. It allows execution of existing IScapes by setting the runtime constraint. However, it does not allow users to create new IScapes. The result of executing the NuclearTest causes Earthquake is demonstrated in Figure 5 .
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• It describes the entire knowledge base of the system that helps the users in understanding the domains that are modeled by the ontologies, how the ontologies are related to each other in complex ways (inter-ontological relationships like affects, causes, etc) and the functions and simulations available in the system. The various agents in the runtime system generate log entries that are sent to the monitor and displayed as color-coded table. The log entries can be very detailed. They include a time stamp, the name of the agent sending the log, a brief message, a more descriptive message and associated data, if any. The associated data could be, for example, the execution plan generated by the planner or the results at various stages in the IScape execution.
The IPM is very useful in the following ways:
• It helps in monitoring the execution of the IScape as it proceeds and locate any failures easily.
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• The availability of time-stamps with all the log entries allows us to evaluate which phases of the IScape processing are taking the most time. This helps us evaluate our system better and identify areas that need improvement.
• The detailed log messages generated by various agents describe in considerable detail exactly what is going on during processing. The IPM is therefore extremely useful as a high-level debugging tool. [BBB97] are some of the efforts to integrate information from multiple heterogeneous sources for querying. Most other systems focus on retrieving and integrating "data" from multiple sources and not on the "learning, exploring and understanding" aspects. The following are the features of InfoQuilt that are not supported by any other systems:
• A framework to study, analyze and learn about domains and inter-domain relationships.
• Functions and simulations to post-process the data retrieved from the resources thereby adding value to the data • Complex relationships and constraints representing the semantic correlation of information across multiple domains that cannot be expressed using relational and logical operators can be modeled • Powerful semantic query interface (IScapes) Additionally, in comparing the general approach of information integration to the other systems we identify the following noteworthy differences.
The mediator in SIMS [AKS96] system is specialized to a single application domain, which is source dependent and query dependent. An application domain in SIMS models a single hierarchy of classes. It does not support inter-ontological relationships. SIMS uses Loom [Gre90], a member of the KL-ONE family knowledge representation systems to model domains as well as describe information sources. They do not consider use of local completeness information about sources and support only one binding pattern per web resource.
OBSERVER [MIKS00] uses ontologies to describe information sources and interontology relationships like synonyms, hyponyms and hypernyms across terms in different ontologies to be able to translate a query specified using some ontology that the user selected into another query that uses related ontologies describing relevant information. This approach of using relationships to achieve interoperability between the sources is limited to basic relationships.
TSIMMIS [CMH+94, GPQ+95
] uses a mediator-based architecture [Wie93] with a query-centric approach. It uses Mediator Specification Language (MSL) to define mediators. The specification encodes how the system should use the available resources. The mediators are then generated automatically from these specifications. Since the MSL definitions need to be created manually, adding or removing information sources is not easy as it requires updating them after determining how the sources should be used to answer the queries and then recompiling them. It has a set of pre-defined query templates that it knows to answer. User queries are then answered by relating them to the existing query templates. The types of queries that can be answered using this approach are limited compared to our system. Information Manifold (IM) [LRO96] uses an approach similar to ours in that the user creates a world view, a collection of virtual relations and classes. The world view however does not capture semantics of the domains as InfoQuilt can using domain rules and FDs. Information sources are described to the system as a query over the relations in the world view. Locally complete resources cannot be modeled precisely. IM uses capability records to capture query capability limitations of sources. These records specify, among others, a set of input parameters and minimum and maximum number of inputs allowed. The system then arbitrarily selects a subset of the set of input parameters with at least the minimum number of allowed parameters in the set. The subset selected is arbitrary. Therefore, the capability records cannot precisely specify the binding patterns.
Semantic network is a related concept in terms of modeling knowledge and relationships [MBJK90] . Unlike information integration systems, the main purpose of semantic network is to create a logical, orderly and aesthetically consistent relationship of pages (page is an elemental unit of semantic network). The relationships modeled are hierarchical or similarity based are can be used to understand semantics involved within and across domains, but are limited in terms of their ability to model the complex semantic relationships like the "cause" or "affects" relationships.
Conclusion And Future Work
This chapter discussed our approach for knowledge discovery on the evolving Semantic Web. It involves modeling knowledge in terms of complex relationships among Webaccessible semantically related but otherwise heterogeneous information. Iscape, a representation used for this comprises of ontologies, inter-ontological relationships, information sources and complex operations including functions and simulations. The chapter described the use of IScapes to construct and deploy complex information requests. Of particular interest was the use of inter-ontological relationships and functions to answer those requests. Simulations can also be integrated with the system to perform post-query analysis on the result. Iscape also form the basis for knowledge discovery, through the ability to study and explore new (complex) relationships.
The IScapes, inter-ontological relationships, support for functions and knowledge discovery are the distinguishing features of InfoQuilt. The system can easily adapt to new sources of information and is very scalable. Further, the system has been implemented and it makes use of query planning and optimization with a multi-threaded execution to exploit the parallelism in the plans [PS01] .
Some of the improvements to the system planned are as follows. The system will be enhanced to allow the use of recursive query plans, which would further expand its query capability. It needs to make use of inductive learning to infer rules and use them appropriately, which can speed up query processing [HK94] . In using the current framework to support simulations, further investigation might be necessary to support simulations with more complex interactions.
